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commonplacing groups

A: Last names A–Ma

B: Last names Mc–Z



review

▶ delay
▶ it feels good to put things off
▶ technique: delayed specification of referents

▶ perception
▶ the importance of observation
▶ the importance of not seeing it all once
▶ “center of consciousness” / character-bound focalization



deep, man

It was the abyss of human illusion that was the real, the tideless deep.
(335)

He lived once more into his story and was drawn down, as by a siren’s
hand, to where, in the dim underworld of fiction, the great glazed tank
of art, strange silent subjects float. (337–38)



is it so silent?

He enjoyed this gushing modern youth and he felt, with an acute pang,
that there would still be work to do in a world in which such odd
combinations were presented. (342)

“I gave her up for you. I had to choose,” his companion explained. …
“I chose to accept, whatever they might be, the consequences of my
infatuation.” (354)

He grew vivid, in the balmy air, to his companion, for whose deep
refreshment he seemed to have been sent; and was particularly ingen-
uous in describing how recently he had become acquainted, and how
instantly infatuated, with the only man who had put flesh between the
ribs of an art that was starving on superstitions. (342)



procrastination, censorship, aestheticism

“There’s a beautiful passage toward the end,” he broke out; and again
he laid his hand upon the volume. (344)

He was amused once more at the thoroughness with which an intention
could be missed. (349)



the terrified revise

620 THE MIDDLE YEARS.

he had spent the interval with the
Countess.
" The Countess is dead," said Doctor

Hugh. "I knew that in a particular
contingency she wouldn't resist. I
went to her grave."
Dencombe's eyes opened wider. " She

left you ' something handsome ?
' "

The young man gave a laugh almost
too light for a chamber of woe. " Nev
er a penny. She roundly cursed me."
"Cursed you?" Dencombe mur

mured.
" For giving her up. I gave her up

for you. I had to choose," his compan
ion explained." You chose to let a fortune go ?

"

"I chose to accept, whatever they
might be, the consequences of my in
fatuation," smiled Doctor Hugh. Then,
to jest more soothingly: "A fortune be
hanged ! It's your fault if I can't get
your things out of my head."
The immediate tribute to his jest was

a long, bewildered moan ; after which,
for many hours, for many days, Den
combe lay motionless and absent. A
response so absolute, such a glimpse
of a definite result and such a proof of
honor worked together in his mind
and, producing a strange commotion,
slowly altered and transfigured his de
spair. The sense of cold submersion
left him—he seemed to float without
an effort. The incident was extraordi
nary as evidence, and it shed an in tenser
light. At the last he signed to Doctor
Hugh to listen, and, when he was down
on his knees by the pillow, brought
him very near.

" You've made me think that it's all
a delusion."
"Not your glory, my dear friend,"

stammered the young man." Not my glory—what there is of it !
It is glory—to have been tested, to
have had our little quality and cast
our little spell. The thing is to have
made somebody care. You're crazy, of
course, but that doesn't affect the law."
" You're a great success !

" said Doc
tor Hugh, putting into his voice the
ring of all young cheer.
Dencombe lay taking this in ; then

he gathered strength to speak once
more. "A second chance —that's the
delusion. There never was to be but
one. We work in the dark—we do
what we can—we give what we have.
Our doubt is our passion and our pas
sion is our task. The rest is the mad
ness of art."
"If you've doubted, if you've de

spaired you've always done it," his visi
tor subtly argued.
"We've done something," Dencombe

conceded.
" Something is all It's the feasible.

It's you I"" Comforter !
"
£>oor Dencombe ironi

cally sighed." But it's true," insisted his friend.
" It's true. It's frustration that

doesn't count."
"Frustration's only life," said Doc

tor Hugh." Yes, it's what passes." Poor Den
combe was barely audible, but he had
marked with the words the virtual end
of Mb first and only chance.

“The Middle Years,” Scribner’s
13, no. 4 (April 1893): 620.
HathiTrust.
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result and such a sense of credit worked together
in his mind and, producing a strange commotion,
slowly altered and transfigured his despair. The
sense of cold submersion left him—he seemed to
float without an effort. The incident was extra-
ordinary as evidence, and it shed an intenser light.
At the last he signed to Doctor Hugh to listen, and,
when he was down on his knees by the pillow, brought
him very near.

YouVe made me think it all a delusion.
^^Not your glory, my dear friend,’^ stammered the

young man.
Not my glory—what there is of it ! It is glory

—to have been tested, to have had our little quality
and cast our little spell. The thing is to have made
somebody care. You happen to be crazy, of course,
but that doesn^t affect the law.’^

YouTe a great success said Doctor Hugh,
putting into his young voice the ring of a marriage-
bell.
Dencombe lay taking this in ; then he gathered

strength to speak once more. A second chance—
thafs the delusion. There never was to be but one.
We work in the dark—we do what we can—we give
what we have. Our doubt is our passion and our
passion is our task. The rest is the madness of
art.”

“The Middle Years,” in Terminations
(London: Heinemann, 1895), 197.
HathiTrust.
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The last thing he ever arrived at was a form final for himself. (344)
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legitimacy: James’s art of fiction

Only a short time ago it might have been supposed that the English
novel was not what the French call discutable. It had no air of having a
theory.

“The Art of Fiction” (1884), 375–76



fiction: won’t you think of the children?

These books [the “works of fiction”] are written chiefly to the young,
the ignorant, and the idle, to whom they serve as lectures of conduct,
and introductions into life. They are the entertainment of minds un-
furnished with ideas, and therefore easily susceptible of impressions;
not fixed by principles, and therefore easily following the current of
fancy; not informed by experience, and consequently open to every
false suggestion and partial account.

Samuel Johnson, Rambler no. 4 (1750)
(source: ECCO text or facsimile)

http://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/ecco/004772607.0001.001/1:2.4?rgn=div2;view=fulltext
http://find.galegroup.com.proxy.libraries.rutgers.edu/ecco/infomark.do?&source=gale&prodId=ECCO&userGroupName=new67449&tabID=T001&docId=CW3316217663&type=multipage&contentSet=ECCOArticles&version=1.0&docLevel=FASCIMILE


legitimacy (2)

Only a short time ago it might have been supposed that the English
novel was not what the French call discutable. It had no air of having a
theory. (375–76)

▶ Society of Authors founded in UK (1884)
▶ first literary agents (1890s)
▶ international copyright (1889, 1891, 1909)
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(lessons in snark)

For the rest I should find it difficult to dissent from any one of these
recommendations. At the same time, I should find it difficult positively
to assent to them, with the exception, perhaps, of the injunction as to
entering one’s notes in a common-place book. (387)



legitimation problems

“Art”…is supposed in certain circles to have some vaguely injurious
effect upon those who make it an important consideration…. That,
I think, represents the manner in which the latent thought of many
people who read novels as an exercise in skipping would explain itself
if it were to become articulate. (381–82)

Certainly this [seriousness of the novel] might sometimes be doubted
in presence of the enormous number of works of fiction that appeal
to the credulity of our generation…a commodity so quickly and easily
produced. (383)



the enormous number of works of fiction that appeal to the credulity
of our generation, for it might easily seem that there could be no great
character in a commodity so quickly and easily produced (383)
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taste

a comfortable, good-humoured feeling abroad that a novel is a novel,
as a pudding is a pudding, and that our only business with it could be
to swallow it. (376)

The “ending” of a novel is, for many persons, like that of a good dinner,
a course of dessert and ices, and the artist in fiction is regarded as a
sort of meddlesome doctor who forbids agreeable aftertastes. (382)

Poor Dencombe…had marked with the words the virtual end of his
first and only chance. (“The Middle Years,” 355)

The young aspirant in the line of fiction whom we continue to imagine
will do nothing without taste, for in that case his freedom would be of
little use to him. (388)
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realism

The only reason for the existence of a novel is that it does attempt to
represent life. (378)

Discussion
What are the characteristics of James’s version of realism? Consider
both prescription and proscription.
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James’s realism

▶ A novel is in its broadest definition a personal, a direct
impression of life. (384)

▶ As the picture is reality, so the novel is history. (392)
(mimesis and diegesis)

▶ “Try to be one of the people on whom nothing is lost!” (390)
▶ The air of reality (solidity of specification) seems to me to be the

supreme virtue of a novel. (390)
reality effect/effet de réel (Roland Barthes)
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James: autonomy (1)

The good health of an art which undertakes so immediately to repro-
duce life must demand that it be perfectly free. It lives upon exercise,
and the very meaning of exercise is freedom. The only obligation to
which in advance we may hold a novel, without incurring the accusation
of being arbitrary, is that it be interesting. (“Art of Fiction,” 384)



James: autonomy (2)

We must grant the artist his subject, his idea, his donnée; our criticism
is applied only to what he makes of it. (394–95)

Questions of art are questions…of execution; questions of morality
are quite another affair. (405)





Woolf: strategy (1)

Certain paths seem to lead to fertile land, others to the dust and the
desert; and of this perhaps it may be worth while to attempt some
account. (185)

The proper stuff of fiction is a little other than custom would have us
believe it. (189)

Life escapes; and perhaps without life nothing else is worth while. (188)

did not the reading of Ulysses suggest [i.e., if only it didn’t suggest] how
much of life is excluded or ignored (192)
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Woolf: strategy (2)

Any method is right, every method is right, that expresses what we
wish to express. (192)

Everything is the proper stuff of fiction. (194)

These three writers [Wells, Bennett, and Galsworthy] are materialists.
It is because they are concerned not with the spirit but with the body
that they have disappointed us. (185)
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Woolf: prescription (1)

For the moderns ‘that’, the point of interest, lies very likely in the dark
places of psychology. (192)

Examine for a moment an ordinary mind on an ordinary day. The
mind receives a myriad impressions—trivial, fantastic, evanescent, or
engraved with the sharpness of steel. (189)
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Woolf: prescription (2)

If a writer were a free man and not a slave, if he could write what
he chose… there would be no plot, no comedy, no tragedy, no love
interest or catastrophe in the accepted style, and perhaps not a single
button sewn on as the Bond Street tailors would have it. (189)

Mr Joyce is…concerned at all costs to reveal the flickerings of that
innermost flame…and in order to preserve it he disregards with com-
plete courage whatever seems to him adventitious. (190)

Nothing—no ‘method’, no experiment—is forbidden. (194)



next

▶ Bring back “Modern Fiction”
▶ Joyce’s Portrait, chaps. 1–2

▶ will focus on chap. 1 next time
▶ notes in Oxford edition are helpful, but don’t drown

Commonplacing

▶ Group A (last names A–Ma): childhood
▶ due Sunday 5 p.m.


